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INTRODUCTION
BOVW [1] represents images using local feature histograms, it is stable to the spatial translation invariance. Due to only one visual word represents a feature, which discards feature multilayered semantic information. And the feature spatial arrangement information was neglected during histogram quantification. BOVW model can not capture object shape and location. SPM model [2] divides the image into some blocks, and statisticses features histogram of each block. So it can retain spatial information. SPM model is a valid extension to disorder BOVW model [3] .
Using vector quantization (VQ) solves constrained least squares fitting problem on traditional SPM, 0 l norm is as conditional constraint, image reconstruction error is greater. The multilayer semantic information of each image block can not be obtained, and the similar features are encoded as completely different codes [4] . Considering quantization loss, sparse coding (SC) [5] insteads of VQ method in this paper. In place of conditional constraint 0 l norm, we use sparse regularization term. Sparse coding can acquire lower image reconstruction error and capture more significant features. However, the norm sparse regularization term is not smooth, and codebook is often over complete [6] .In order to facilitate sparsity , similar features may be encoded as totally different sparse codes. However, K. Yu, and T. Zhang show that locality is more essential than sparsity [7] , locality must lead to sparsity and vice versa. In order to ensure that similar features have similar sparse codes, the local information was incorporated into sparse term by local adapter. The sparse term and the regularation term merge into a whole entry. Sparse coding was transformed into least square convex optimization proplem.It can get analytical solution and saves computing cost.The image was divided to a series of blocks by the SPM.Each block was encoded by the KNN approach, and the coding coefficients were integrated by the max pooling function.Local smooth sparsity can be reserved.
On the similarity, each block gives different weight according to the image itself information. Euclidean distance and the cosine theorem are combined with the similarity calculation.The experiments are based on the tow datasetsCaltech-101 and Corel-1000. The results are shown that proposed new approach greatly improves the image retrieval accuracy.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 1 introduces the theory and basic idea of the sparse coding of SPM model; Section 2 explains the optimization problem of sparse regularization term of sparse coding; Section 3 states the similarity calculation; Section 4 is experiment; and Finally Section 5 is conclusions and future research issues.
II. THE VECTOR QUANTIZATION OF THE SPM MODEL
SPM model is the improvement of BOVW model. If only one layer, SPM is consistent with BOVW. SPM partitions the image more and more finer subregions. Calculate the local feature histograms from each subregion, each subregion is referred as a block, typically three layers are 1 1, 2 2, 4 4 × × × . If the pyramid layer is too large , it will lead to the curse of dimensionality, therefore, the paper uses a typical three-layers spatial pyramid, three layer weights are
VQ method is that solve the formula (1):
VQ problem is that find the optimal coefficient
The conditional constraint in formula (2) shows each descriptor i X is represented by only one non-zero coefficient, the rest coefficients are all zero. Although encoding coefficients are sparse, the local spatial information is lost. Therefore, SPM method leads larger encoding error.
III. THE REGULARIZATION TERM OPTIMIZATION OF SPARSE CODING
In order to reduce the loss of vector quantization information, The VQ is converted a standard sparse coding problem.
A. Sparse Coding (SC)
Formula (3) is a standard sparse coding problem:
The original VQ is the same as BOVW model, only using one code word represents a local feature descriptor. The multilayer semantic information of a feature is neglected. The constraint 0 1 i l C = is canceled in the formula (3), we can use several codewords encoding a feature through the KNN approach, which can remain the multilayer semantic information.The KNN selects the K nearest neighbor codewords for reconstruction.This reduces the reconstruction error, and increases the image semantic information, here we select K = 5.
B. The Optimization of Sparse Regularization Term
In the formula (3), the sparse regularization term -1 l norm, is not smooth, and codebook is often over complete( M d >> ). To facilitate sparsity, similar features could be encoded as totally different codes, the correlations are lost between the features. Reference [7] shows that locality is more essential than sparsity. For ensuring the similar sparse codes, local smooth sparsity was achieved by incorporating local adapter as locality constraint into sparse term, and using 2 l norm replace 1 l norm. Then sparse coding was converted into least square convex optimization proplem.It can get analytical solution and saves computing.
The 1 l norm in formula (3) alters into the 2 l norm in formula (4):
where:
] ,
is the euclidean distance, σ is the local adapter to adjust the weights of the decay rate. , and is the distance between the local feature descriptor i X and each codeword. Its physical significance is that the more farther the distance between feature and codeword ,the more smaller reconstructed coefficient is. Extreme case is to use the nearest neighbor codeword to reconstruct, and formula (4) has analytical solution [4] .
The SPM divides the image into a series of blocks. Each block is seen as a local image whole in the SPM Model, and attains a set of encoding coefficients by formula (4). In order to capture more significant features, all encoding coefficients in every block are merged using max pooling function.
Max pooling function is formula (5):
where i z represents encoding of the i block, 
IV. SIMILARITY CALCULATION
Similarity calculation usually have histogram matching, euclidean distance, mahalanobis distance, minkowski distance, cosine theorem, pearson correlation coefficient. Histogram matching and euclidean distance apply more widely in image retrieval [8] . The Figure 1 (a) shows histogram matching can match successfully two very different images. On the left part of Figure 1 (a) ,The image (1) is the query image, (2) , (3) and (4) are retrieval results. On the right part of Figure 1 (a) ,the images are their corresponding gray histograms. Four images have similar histograms. According to the histogram matching (here is BOVW model), the similarities in (2) and (3) are higher than (4). However,they are wrong retrieval images. In fact, only (4) is the correct retrieval result.
A variety of similarity calculation methods combination are indispensable. Euclidean distance and the cosine theorem were combined with the similarity calculation in the paper. Three layers pyramid decomposition obtain 21 blocks, the weights of 0-layer and 1-layer are 1 4 ,the weight of 2-layer is 1 2 . According to the photographing habit, the 16 blocks of the 2-layer are given different weights following the structure of query image . The image center is the theme of the whole image, so the weight is relatively high. Here we adopt two kinds of structures to give the right value, as shown in Figure1 (b) , where the total weight is 0.3 in 1 region , it is 0.1 in 2 region, it is 0.1 in 3 and 4 regions.According to the query image structure information, the subregions remaining weights may be zero, except the total weight of 1 region is 0.3. Similarity calculation is an important issue in image retrieval, it directly affects the retrieval result.If image attribute is different, similarity calculation is also diverse. Any similarity calculation methods inevitably affect image retrieval accuracy. Hence, the combination of euclidean distance and cosine theorem can narrow this gap. 
V. EXPERIMENTS
Our method is evaluated on the tow datasets-Caltech-101 and Corel-1000.
A. Caltech-101
The Caltech-101 dataset contains 9144 images in 101 classes and one background classe,including animals, vehicles, flowers, etc, with significant variance in shape. The number of images per category varies from 31 to 800. We trained a codebook with 1024 bases, and used 1 1, 2 2, 4 4 × × × subregions for three layers SPM. In the experiments, the images were resized to be no larger than 300 300 × pixels with preserved aspect ratio.Compared with BOVW,SPM-BOVW and SPMSC, the results show sparse coding is more effective than BOVW. Specially, image retrieval accuracy is above 90% for face, car_side, airplanes,watches. We return advanced 20 retrieval images, shown as Figure 2 .
Based on limited space, we can not list all retrieval results. We only put a small part of retrieval results list in Figure 3 . 
B. Corel-1000
The Corel-1000 dataset contains 1000 images in 10 classes.The sizes of all images are 384×256. We return partial retrieval results, shown as Figure 4 . For complex images and more background features images, such as elephants , landscapes, buildings and people in Figure 4 , the proposed similarity calculation method gets better result in this paper.
C. Evaluation criteria
Image retrieval used precision(P) and recall(R) as evaluation criteria.
NC is the number of retrieval correct images, NR is the total number of retrieval images,NA is the number of relevant images in database.The experiment of several classes images in Caltech-101 is shown in Table 1 . 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
There are three main improvements: First, we use modified spatial pyramid matching model to encode features; Second, a image block is encoded by KNN method and encoding coefficients are integrated using the max pooling function;Third, on the similarity calculation,we combined with euclidean distance and cosine theorem to give different weights according to divided image blocks. The results show that the algorithm greatly improves the image retrieval accuracy.
